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PolicyLink + PERE

• Partnership formed in 2011

o PolicyLink brings to the partnership skills in policy, framing,
advocacy, research, and communications

o PERE brings skills in developing large datasets, quantitative
data analysis and display, and research capacity

• Together, we are able to bolster policy proposals with compelling
data and analysis, and bring good data into the realm of equity
advocacy



Equity is the Superior Growth Model

• Equity is both a moral imperative and
the superior economic growth model for
the nation

• Frame highlights two major economic
and demographic trends:
– The corrosive impact of inequality

on growth
– That persistent racial disparities

threaten all of us as the nation races
toward having a people-of-color
majority by 2042

• To secure America’s prosperity, we
must implement a new economic model
based on equity, fairness, and
opportunity



Applying the Frame to Regions

• Regions are where this new equity-driven growth model will be
created

• They are the key competitive unit in the global economy, and the
level where strategies are being incubated that bring robust job
growth linked to low-income communities and communities of
color



• Over the past year PolicyLink and PERE have been developing a
comprehensive, longitudinal regional equity indicators database

• The database includes:

o Hundreds of variables for the largest 150 metropolitan regions

o Decadal data from 1980 to the present and annual data for some
measures

o A series of census tract level measures for mapping measures of
equity at the subregional level

o Measures cover: basic demographics, poverty and working poverty,
racial and economic inequality, segregation and concentrated
poverty, education, health, food access, and industry structure and
employment.

Regional Equity Indicators Database



• The database serves as the
foundation for our National Equity
Atlas Website, which will launch
later this year

• While there are other national
indicators projects, none have a
specific focus on equity or
provide a robust set of equity
indicators

Building a National Equity Atlas Website



The website will provide data and
displays that can be used to:

•Understand demographic change
and the state of equity

•Measure and track progress on
equity-driven economic growth

•Make the case that Equity is the
Superior Growth Model

The National Equity Atlas Website



The Equity Indicator Framework

How equitable is your region?



• PolicyLink and PERE have been working with HUD’s Sustainable
Communities Regional Planning grantees that are developing regional
land use and transportation plans

• We’re developing profiles for Houston, Southeast Florida, Kansas City,
and Rhode Island that use the equity indicators data and framework to
inform their regional planning efforts

• These profiles will be available on the National Equity Atlas website as
examples of how to apply the indicators and framework

Applying the Framework



Today’s Workshop:

• An introduction to the types of data in the regional equity profiles

• Presenters from three regions discussing how the information could
help them advance understanding of, and action on, critical issues

• Rhode Island

• Houston

• Kansas City

• Your questions and comments
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Demographics

Indicators measure:

•Racial/Ethnic diversity

•Demographic change

•Population growth

•Racial generation gap



Demographics Example: Kansas City



Demographics Example: Kansas City



Economic Vitality

Indicators measure:

•Is the region producing good jobs?

•Can all residents access good jobs?

•Is growth widely shared?

•Do all residents have enough income to sustain their families?

•Is race/ethnicity/nativity a barrier to economic success?

•What are the strongest industries and occupations?



Economic Vitality Example: Rhode Island



Economic Vitality Example: Rhode Island



Economic Vitality Example: Rhode Island



Readiness

Indicators measure:

•Does the workforce have the skills for the jobs of the future?

•Are all youth ready to enter the workforce?

•Are residents healthy?

•Are racial gaps in education and health decreasing?



Readiness Example: Southeast Florida



Readiness Example: Southeast Florida



Connectedness

Indicators measure:

•Do residents have transportation choices?

•Can residents access jobs and opportunities located throughout the
region?

•Can all residents access affordable, quality, convenient housing?

•Do neighborhoods reflect the region’s diversity?

•Is segregation decreasing?

•Can all residents access healthy food?



Connectedness Example: Houston



Connectedness Example: Houston



The website will provide data and
displays that can be used to:

•Understand demographic change
and the state of equity

•Measure and track progress on
equity-driven economic growth

•Make the case that Equity is the
Superior Growth Model

The National Equity Atlas Website



• Panelists’ discussion of their needs and interests in the profiles and
related types of information.

How can this website be used?



Houston points for discussion

• Sustainable housing development from a theoretical perspective
(the equity component)

• Essential factors for measuring equity / equitable distribution

• Checks and balances using data

• Local and regional comparatives
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